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From the

Ormiston College reflects the individual spirit, integrity and values
of a co-educational, independent, non-denominational Christian school,
catering for students from Prep through to Year 12.

Editor

”

In this, our 30th Anniversary Year, the Ormiston College community consisting
of past and present students, staff, parents and friends, has enjoyed reflecting
upon the last three decades with pride and the knowledge that they have all
contributed to the growth and success of this great school.

T

he dream to ‘build a school that would
provide an atmosphere of academic
excellence and community involvement
within the Redlands’ has certainly been
achieved. Within the first ten years, students
were receiving remarkable results in many
international competitions. Culturally, students
were making their mark in eisteddfods, festivals
and exhibitions. On the sporting field, though
outnumbered by contestants from other schools,
our students were being awarded percentage
trophies in many sports and locally, Ormiston
College had become a highly respected part of
the Redlands.
As the years progressed, the reputation
for high academic achievement grew not
only in the minds of onlookers but through

the continuing rise in performance; providing
even better opportunities for the future of our
graduates. Competent life skills, the use of
modern technology plus continued upgrading of
educational thinking and planning remains at the
forefront of the Ormiston College teaching and
learning programs.
In the pages that follow, you will see how
our teaching staff are preparing students for
the workforce, looking towards possible career
paths and training for an unpredictable future,
thus ensuring our graduates are well equipped
for whatever life has in store for them. In short
– Ormiston College is right on target when it
comes to ‘providing every opportunity’.
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“

Ormiston students display levels of scholarship that reflect their
potential to become successful young men and women of the 21st century,
and each year our alumni demonstrate their worth in many different
corners of the world.

”

From the

Headmaster
The OC community is certainly justified in celebrating our Anniversary
Year. In the thirty years since our founding, Ormiston College has
accomplished, if not exceeded, all it originally set out to achieve.
Along the way, the College has established some great traditions and
become a major educational facility.

O

rmiston students display levels
of scholarship that reflect their
potential to become successful young
men and women of the 21st century, and
each year our alumni demonstrate their
worth in many different corners of the
world.
Our current students certainly uphold
the College motto, ‘Seek to Achieve’,
not only in academic accomplishment
but in co-curricular activities – Art,
Music, Drama, Sport and the myriad
of options that are available to them.
In fact, I would go as far as to say that
on every single school day there would
be students throughout the campus
who are experiencing the exhilaration
and stimulation of ‘achieving’ some
undertaking or reward for their efforts.
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It is, however, our teaching staff who
continually create the greatest advances
at the College. I am proud to say that
100% of Ormiston College teachers
attend professional development at
different times throughout the year. Now,
more than at any time in the past, we are
conscious of the need to remain current
in relation to emerging educational issues
and continue to build our capacity to
improve, evolve and provide an education
worth having as students take their place
in the changing world beyond school.
As we proudly celebrate the milestone
of 30 years, we are also aware that some
of our latest achievements are among our
best.
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 IDDLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM
M
REVIEW

S
THE HIGH PERFORMER
YEAR 7

1 Brisbane State High School
IPS
2 Brisbane Girls Grammar School IND
3 Brisbane Grammar School
IND
4 St Aidan’s Anglican Girls’ School IND
5 St Peters Lutheran College
IND
6 All Hallows’ School
IND
7 Ormiston College
IND
8 Somerset College
IND
9 Cannon Hill Anglican College
IND
10 St Joseph’s College
IND
St Margaret’s Anglican Girls SchoolIND
Hillbrook Anglican School
IND
Somerville
House
IND
OC RECOGNISED
Anglican Church Grammar School IND
The Courier-Mail recently acknowledged
IPS
Ormiston
College
as one
of Queensland’s
Townsville
Grammar
School
(NorthIND
Ward)
Brisbane
Boys’schools,
Collegepositioning OC
IND
Top
Performing
asMt
7thStinMichael’s
the StateCollege
for Year 7 NAPLAN IND
A B Paterson College
IND
outcomes
and 7th
in the
State
for Year IPS
9.
Indooroopilly
State
High
School

YEAR 9

The College is also evolving in relation to the
curriculum we deliver for our Middle Years students.

1 Brisbane Grammar School
IND
2 St Aidan’s Anglican Girls’ School IND
3 Brisbane Girls Grammar School IND
4 St Peters Lutheran College
IND
5 Brisbane State High School
IPS
6 Samford Valley Steiner School IND
7 Ormiston College
IND
8 Cannon Hill Anglican College
IND
9 Somerset College
IND
10 Somerville House
IND
Mt St Michael’s College
IND
Townsville Grammar School (North IND
Ward)
St Margaret’s Anglican Girls SchoolIND
All Hallows’ School
IND
Moreton Bay College
IND
Anglican Church Grammar School IND
A B Paterson College
IND
Matthew Flinders Anglican College IND
St Joseph’s College
IND
IPS

This year we reviewed our Year 7 to Year 9
curriculum with the following key aims front of mind:
1. Place student academic outcomes and
wellbeing at the forefront of our decision
making.
2. Meet our obligations in relation to the
Australian Curriculum, including:
a. Technologies curriculum
b. Health curriculum
3. Prioritise time allocations for the achievement
of high levels of student literacy and
numeracy.
4. Reduce the number of subjects that Middle
Years students must manage at any given
time, to a maximum of eight subjects.
5. Reduce the current overall assessment
demands on students and develop policy
The
College
was
also
recognised
at
to ensure that each subject has set limits in
The Courier-Mail
analysis of preliminary NAPLAN schools data provided by the Queensland Curriculum and
Assessment
excluding
schools with fewer than 20 students in the relevant year level sitting the test.
a National
levelAuthority,
recently, receiving
the

relation to the frequency and magnitude of
assessment items.
6.

Ensure that quality entrepreneurship learning
pathways exist for every student.

7.

Ensure that quality STEM learning pathways
exist for every student.

8.

Be mindful of the importance of engagement
during the Middle Years. Provide engaging
learning activities and student choice
regarding study options where possible.

We are very happy with the resulting changes and
have welcomed the positive feedback from students
and families, particularly regarding the increased
level of choice that students now have in relation to
Languages and Visual Arts, the eight-subject limit
and the available support for literacy and numeracy
development.
We look forward to our young secondary students
embracing these changes in 2019, developing
stronger connections to their program of learning and
thriving as a result.

Australian Education Award for Best
Use of Technology. This was indeed a
wonderful reflection of our extensive
efforts to enhance student learning
through the meaningful use of technology.
Further to this, OC was also short-listed as
a finalist for both the Australian Primary
and Secondary School of the Year.

LANGUAGES REVIEW
This year we followed through on our
Strategic Plan commitment to review
the language study options at Ormiston
College.
Through a process of research
and consultation with the community,
the College resolved to change the
languages we teach.
German and Japanese will be phased
out over the coming years, replaced by
Chinese and Spanish.
Chinese rated very well on our
community survey. With China expected
to play a leading role through trade
and tourism in the future, Mandarin is
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While we can be proud of the standing
of our College at this point in its journey,
we are also focussed forward and
considering how best to shape its future.

considered to be a language that many
of our students may find useful in their
future working life. Mandarin has the
highest population of native speakers in
the world and is spoken in 33 countries.
Spanish was selected as our second
language because it also surveyed very
well, is relatively easy to learn, is spoken
in 31 countries throughout the world and
is a language that our students may use
extensively for travel and work in the
future.
The implementation process for these
changes will begin next year as Junior
School students from Prep to Year 4
begin learning Chinese.

NEW CLI ALMOST COMPLETE
Something we are all looking forward to is
the opening of the new Centre for Learning and
Innovation (CLI).
When complete, in late 2018, this new campus
centrepiece will provide large flexible learning
areas, small collaboration spaces, a state-of-the-art
makerspace, a contemporary recording studio as
well as areas for mixed reality, robotics and STEM
activities.
There will be reading areas, quiet study zones
and a brand new café precinct, which will replace
the College tuckshop and help ensure that the new
building quickly fulfils its intended role as a vibrant
social and learning hub.
The College community can also look forward
to the building’s surrounding landscape which

will include outdoor gathering spaces, an outdoor
performance stage and an extensive arrangement of
seating alcoves that will take advantage of the existing
shade trees.
Our 30th Anniversary Year is certainly moving
forward with gusto, enthusiasm and the further
evolution of Ormiston College.
It has been an amazing 30 years, and no doubt the
next 30 will be just as exciting and fulfilling because
of the passion and spirit that our students, staff and
families bring to the OC campus every day. This is the
lifeforce of Ormiston College. We see it constantly,
and much of it is captured in the colourful stories and
pages that follow. Enjoy!

Brett Webster
HEADMASTER
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Preparing

the future workforce

“

Hydraulics is the branch of science and engineering concerned
with the use of liquids to perform mechanical tasks.

”

We are constantly being reminded that students venturing into newly created
occupations and those entering the older traditional career paths, are highly
likely to lack the required knowledge and technological skills unless they are
given every opportunity to naturally develop and assume the 21st century
mindset, competence and ability as the basis of their everyday education.
Ensuring our students are prepared for an unchartered future by the time
they graduate from Ormiston College, will inevitably make their step to postsecondary education much easier. It is our aim to equip young minds with the
skills of the future.
A perfect example of this can be seen in the Year 7 Science and Physics
project on Hydraulics.

The STEM Project
By Rowena Taylor
Acting Head of Science

Y

ear 7 Science students undertake
a project-based learning
task during their study of Physics. A
team consisting of project manager,
designer, engineer, scriptwriter and
video technician, work together in the
Makerspace to design and construct a
hydraulic machine using the materials
supplied.
Hydraulics is the branch of science and
engineering concerned with the use of
liquids to perform mechanical tasks. The
word ‘hydraulics’ comes from the Greek
word (hydraulikos) meaning water pipe.
Pressure is applied by a piston or syringe
to a fluid (water or oil) in a rigid vessel,
causing the fluid to press on another
piston or syringe that delivers energy to
a load.
The project launches with each group
making a simple, wooden hydraulic
machine from a kit. Students follow the
instructions to make a mini-excavator,
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mini-cherry picker, mini-platform lifter
and a mini-scissor lift. The group then
instigates an ideas boom using an
online forum such as Padlet where each
member can contribute photographs of
models and real-world applications. Once
an idea is consolidated by the group,
students work through an engineering
design process to create a plan and start
construction.
Although the teacher facilitates
the project, the students are engaged
in crucial 21st century learning skills
such as collaboration, knowledge
construction, self regulation, problem
solving and innovation, information and
communications technology (ICT) for
learning. Students also learn the essential
physics relating to forces and simple
machines in order to produce a successful
machine. At the end of the task, students
record an advertisement to promote their
machine’s usefulness in the real world.
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QUOTES
FROM STUDENTS IN YEAR 7.1
“It was quite
satisfying watching
it work.”
Connor Lang

Rachel Drvodelic
Secondary School Teacher (Year 7 Mathematics and Science)

T

his STEM project has been
a wonderful experience
for the Year 7 students for many
reasons. Firstly, the opportunity
for students to be creative and to
design and create their very own
original machine using quality
wooden parts. Secondly, being able
to watch them problem solve their
own way through challenges during
the construction phase; changing
and refining their designs until a
successful and rewarding solution
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was reached. Thirdly, for the valuable
collaboration and social interactions
the students have had as they
work as a team, utilising everyone’s
strengths to achieve a common
goal. Lastly, the learning that has
occurred as we made connections
between the theory of physics and
forces, the engineering process and
the real world. The students have
truly enjoyed this hands-on learning
experience.
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our success.”
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“I was surprised that the force created
was enough to squash fruit to make juice
for a mocktail.” Sienna Firth
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Real-world
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“

The Redlands has over 300kms of coastline that provides
access and exposure to Moreton Bay, the Bay Islands and
North Stradbroke Island.

”

Proposed Wetlands and Cultural Centre

Sustainable Design in the Redlands A Wetlands and Cultural Centre
By David Bunting
Subject Coordinator (Technology)

Y

ear 11 Graphics students have
been assigned a design brief,

created by Walker Corporation Lead
Urban Space Designer, Mr Craig Addley,
requiring the design of an innovative and
original Wetlands and Cultural Centre in
the Redlands.
The Redlands has over 300kms
of coastline that provides access and
exposure to Moreton Bay, the Bay
Islands and North Stradbroke Island.
This new centre will be a focal point on
this coastline, providing the city with a
unique, world class visitor experience that
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celebrates the region’s indigenous history,
and spectacular natural environment.
Students will use architectural and
interior design principles to create their
designs, and they will pitch their proposal
to an audience consisting of their peers,
parents, school staff and executive,
and representatives from Redland City
Council.
The centre will be an open, light-filled
space that maximises views and exposure
to the surrounding bay environment,
whilst providing a comfortable and
controlled environment.
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“

The siting, context and connections to and from the building
are also considered an essential part of its overall design.

”

Interior view of proposed Wetlands and Cultural Centre

The architecture and landscape design
should be an attraction in itself, and coloured
accordingly, so that it does not detract from
the surrounding environment and scenery.
The siting, context and connections to
and from the building are also considered
an essential part of its overall design. The
ultimate design intent of this project is
to deliver a contemporary wetlands and
cultural centre that will display and promote

Redland City’s unique history, culture and
bay environment, on a world stage. The
centre will provide a diverse and engaging
range of interactive displays, activities and
facilities that combine eco-education, culture,
research and environmental management
opportunities. Community facilities, functions
spaces and cafés will also be integrated into
the centre, providing locals and visitors with
recreational activities and attractions along
the foreshore.

Location of the proposed Wetlands and Cultural Centre

Upon selection of the site and building
concept, the students will turn their
attention to the inside and surrounds of the
building to create some of the following
proposed areas:
❱❱ A commercial grade kitchen
❱❱ A small café or restaurant dining space
with seating capacity for 30 people
❱❱ A function and events space with water
views and capacity for 100 guests
❱❱ An open balcony and outlook area,
accessible from the function rooms
❱❱ A gallery, workshop or exhibition space
❱❱ An indigenous and cultural heritage
museum
❱❱ Three office spaces
Craig Addley and Mellini Sloan (QUT Urban and
Regional Planning Lecturer) discussing wetlands
development on the Brisbane River.
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❱❱ A kayak and storage space, with direct
and sheltered access to the water
❱❱ Amenities and general storage space
❱❱ A bird hide or lookout tower.
In Term 2, to prepare for this project,
the students went on a walking tour of the
Brisbane CBD and worked with lecturers
from QUT to consider the importance of
urban space design in the development of
their designs.
After two terms of design development,
the project culminated in a pitch evening
later in Term 3, where the students pitched
their final design concepts to a real
audience.

Craig Addley pointing out design features in
Brisbane CBD
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“

The real learning in a computer programming class happens when
students are working to debug their own code.

”

by the end of the decade it was used as one of
the selection criteria for programming jobs at
two-thirds of software companies” (Financial
Times, 2018).

Shelley Barfoot (Class of 2013) and the Year 11 IPT girls

Computer Programming
and Rainbow Unicorns
By David Bunting
Subject Coordinator (Technology)

Girls at OC recognise that they are amongst the minority when it comes to
IPT studies, perhaps even as rare as unicorns.

P

erhaps that is why the three girls in
the IPT class of 2013 decided to give

where millions of dollars grow on trees. It’s
a Brotopia, where men hold all the cards

their favourite teacher a rainbow unicorn

and make all the rules. Vastly outnumbered,

to say thank you. There is a perception, not

women face toxic workplaces rife with

only at Ormiston College, but throughout

discrimination and sexual harassment….”

Queensland, that IPT, in particular, computer

(2018).

programming is a male-dominated domain.
However, the first people to write computer
programs were women, so what happened to
the women programmers?
In her book Brotopia: Breaking Up the

She also attributed the decline of women
computer programmers to “a personality
test developed at System Development
Corporation in the 1960s, which found that
good programmers were defined by liking

Boy’s Club of Silicon Valley, Emily Chang

things, not people. William Cannon and Dallis

states “For women in tech, Silicon Valley

Perry, the psychologists behind the test,

is not a fantasyland of unicorns, virtual

profiled 1378 programmers, only 186 of whom

reality rainbows, and 3D-printed lollipops,

were women. But the test gained traction;

“
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Confidence and perseverance are key attributes of
good computer programmers.

”

At Ormiston College, we encourage our
girls to study IPT and subsequently shatter
the perception that this area of study is
only for males. In 2013, our first female IPT
graduates, Shelley Barfoot, Tiffany Ho and
Isabelle Richards proved that the criteria
for success in this subject is not whether
you are male or female but whether you are
persistent and have confidence in your own
abilities. The three girls achieved some of the
highest grades in the class. Their impact on
the class was not only of an academic nature;
I kept the rainbow unicorn they gave me to
remind me of the calming effect they had on
the class. I fondly remember how they seated
the unicorn on their robot and proceeded to
drive it around the classroom.
Computer programming is usually
considered difficult because it seems that no
matter how many programs you have written,
you will still make errors, either in the use of
the programming language or in the logic
of the code. Confidence and perseverance
are key attributes of good computer
programmers. Programmers must be able to
fail, a lot, and trust that the world won’t end.
Part of their job is to work through the bugs
to eventually get their programs to work.
I have spent a lot of time in the past few
years fostering a growth mindset with my
students. Students with a fixed mindset
will write a computer program, run it and
then when it doesn’t work, they will give up.
Programmers are accustomed to their code
not working the first time – it may be just a
missing semi-colon or an incorrect indent or
it may be that the code works but just doesn’t
do what you programmed it to do. A growth

mindset turns negative perceptions into
opportunities and leads to statements such
as “my code doesn’t work, I don’t know why,
but I have the skills to fix it”. The real learning
in a computer programming class happens
when students are working to debug their
own code.
This year in Year 11, I once again have three
girls in my IPT class. To build their confidence
as programmers, I invited Shelley Barfoot,
one of our 2013 graduates back to talk to
the class about her work at the University of
Queensland.
Shelley gained first class honours in
Computational Biology and completed
the Advanced Study Program in Science
(ASPinS). She is currently completing her
PhD in the fields of Structural Biology and,
Theoretical and Computational Chemistry.
In her current research, she is modelling
biological processes using a computational
approach known as molecular dynamics.
She uses some of the most powerful
supercomputers in the world to look at the
atomic details of viral systems in order to
elucidate mechanisms important to infection.
During Shelley’s visit, she spoke about her
journey with computer programming in IPT,
and how she developed the programming
skills to work on ground-breaking scientific
research. She stated that she never
intended to pursue study in computer
programming after leaving school, but her
work in the Sciences called for the use of her
programming skills, and she found herself
passionate about writing code.
Shelley’s visit provided motivation for the
entire Year 11 IPT class. In particular, it showed
the girls that computer programming is
certainly not just a male-dominated realm. Of
course, I expect another rainbow unicorn next
year when they graduate from OC.
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First Place in RoboCup
Junior Queensland Championships
Ormiston College has been a keen competitor in the RoboCup Junior
Championship over the last thirteen years, successfully achieving three
podium finishes plus being the recipients of several encouragement awards.

T

Joshua and Myles with their
2018 Robocup Junior Soccer robots

Joshua and Myles at Robocup in Year 6

Ormiston College at RoboCup Junior
Ormiston College first competed in RoboCup Junior in 2005. In 2013,
Joshua Venables and Myles Rossini (Year 6) entered the RoboCup Junior
Soccer competition in the Gen II category.

A

s all teams do, they had technical
problems with their robots. They
didn’t do exactly what they were supposed
to do on the day. Teams in the RoboCup
competition spend most of their time
problem solving, redesigning robots and
tweaking computer programs, just to get
the robot to the match on time and working.
There are many failures, but failures are
learning opportunities. If the robot is not
doing what it is supposed to do, we observe
what it is doing, and try to work out why it is
doing that, and not what it should be doing.
This is learning at its best. At RoboCup, the
students build unique robots and write their
own programs to control them autonomously.
What could go wrong?
Myles and Joshua have learnt a lot over
the years by participating in this competition
and interacting with other like-minded
enthusiasts. They have competed with
students from all over Queensland, some
past World RoboCup Champions. Just being
at the competition each year stimulates
imaginations and generates new ideas for
next year’s robots. The interactions they
have with other students in the soccer
matches, and in the build arena are invaluable
learning opportunities. The main focus
of the competition is on learning, and all
competitors, staff and the UQ student helpers
are always willing to give advice and help
when required.
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This year, Myles and Joshua are both
entering RoboCup again as part of Team
Ormiston. Joshua has decided to take a
step back from Open Soccer which he has
participated in for the past three years, to
compete in the Lightweight League and
Myles is competing in the Open Soccer
League for the first time. Joshua has
tasted RoboCup success at the State level
with a second place in Open Soccer last
year and encouragement awards in his
previous two competitions. Myles hasn’t
competed in RoboCup for a few years but
has been actively pursuing his interest in
robots by building his own custom robotics
projects. Last year he competed in the
72 Hour Self-Driving Car Challenge with
international engineers, programmers and
university students to build and program an
autonomous car in three days.
The boys are in different soccer leagues
this year, but they spend a lot of time at
Robotics Club swapping game strategies
and sharing electronics knowledge and
programming tips. This year, they were
joined by Andrew and Caitlyn Aitkenhead
who competed in the Secondary Rescue
competition and Mitchell Hall who designed
an Arduino robot to compete in Open
Rescue.

his year, in his third year of competing in Open
Rescue, Mitchell Hall, (‘Marvin’ Year 10), proudly
took out First Place. This particular event simulates
the rescue of a person trapped in a disaster zone,
requiring the robot to follow a course, find the casualty
and remove them from a toxic chemical spill. Mitchell’s
robot qualified for the finals in first place and he went
on to complete three solid runs in the finals to win the
competition by a significant margin.
After a few years break from RoboCup competition,
Myles Rossini (‘HAX’, Year 11), competed in the Open
Soccer League. Myles entered the competition with
only one robot, competing in games against opponents
with two. After fine-tuning his program and adding
modifications, he became more competitive. In his
match against the top Open League team from
Brisbane Boys’ College, the score was 5-5 at half time
against the team that had competed internationally,
with robots built and programmed over many years. In
one of the most exciting games of the competition, the
battery on Myle’s robot died early in the second half.
Whilst changing the battery, Brisbane Boys’ College
scored several goals and won the game. Myles finished
the pool rounds, having won his third versus fourth
play-off and took home Third Place in the exciting Open
Soccer League.

Myles Rossini, third place in Open Soccer League

Joshua Venables (‘Two Bit’, Year 11) has competed
in RoboCup Soccer since he was in Year 6. Last year,
Joshua placed second in the Open Soccer league. This
year, he decided to compete in the Lightweight League;
a league contested by some of the best RoboCup
Soccer contestants in Queensland. He finished the pool
rounds in third place and played a team from Somerville
House in the third versus fourth play-off. Joshua’s
robots didn’t perform as expected in this crucial game
and he was beaten 9-5, to finish fourth.
Andrew Aitkenhead and Matthew Ross
(‘Mandarin’, Year 8) competed in the Secondary
Rescue competition, in a field of 51 teams from all
over Queensland. They finished the competition in
the middle of the field; an improvement on their 2017
performance. All in all, excellent results in a tough, wellcontested Queensland competition.

Mitchell Hall, first place in Open Rescue
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“

Each quarter, the simulation challenges the management teams with
case studies requiring decisions to keep their businesses on track.

Business

”

NEWS
There are many encouraging and thought-proviking ways in which
the OC Business Department opens up opportunities for students
to experience real-life situations. These include management,
manufacturing, teamwork, marketing, accounting and legal
processes, along with decision making, problem solving and
handling the many obstacles that one may come up against in the
business world.

Another stimulating first semester
in the business department
By Damian Molyneux
Business Coordinator
Australian Business Week (ABW) Simulation in Years 9 and 10

The ABW Café
Simulation commenced

towards the end of Term 1. We had
three Year 9 classes battling out for
supremacy with their café businesses.
This year 17 café management groups
were involved.
Students were treated to a visit from
local Refuelled Café manager, Mr Nigel
Lozell, followed by an afternoon tea at
his café. The atmosphere proved ideal
for budding entrepreneurs to develop
their unique selling-point strategies. The
last weeks of the term were devoted to
students familiarising themselves with
the simulation program.
Term 2 was game on with café
groups all commencing business with
one café. In the simulation, each group
juggled demand for five categories:
sandwiches, hot and cold drinks, cakes
and snacks. Students can determine
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their strategy for their chain of up
to five cafés by making decisions on
things such as location (city, suburban,
rural) and quality of facilities and staff
training. Students run the business for
three virtual years, making quarterly
decisions. The program allows students
to put into use accounting skills learnt in
Term 1 as they analyse market demand
forecasts, financial statements and
manage funds to pay staff, advertise,
maintain existing cafés, invest in
new premises and, of course, pay
themselves.
Each quarter, the simulation
challenges the management teams with
case studies requiring decisions to keep
their businesses on track. Students use
SWOT analysis to justify their decisions.
At the end of the simulation, student
teams produce posters to sell their
business at a Business Franchise Expo,
as part of their assessment.
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“

This simulation is run over two full days and enables students from
different disciplines to form company teams and use their combined skills
to make a coffee business viable again after years of mismanagement in a
changing external environment.

”

The ABW
Manufacturing/IT
Simulation for Year 10 Business
Management has also been working

collaboratively. Here they take over and run
a sporting goods manufacturing business. At
takeover, the business has a debt the length of a
mobile phone number, so the students’ first job
is to get it back in the black.
Students are aided in this exercise by
workshops conducted by experts in their
area. The program starts with a workshop on
‘Building a Team Mentality’ conducted by Dr
Sutton who has been involved with the program
for several years. Working in a team is a part
of every work place but students need to be
taught skills to ensure the very best results
eventuate and that issues can be resolved in a
harmonious manner.
Another expert presenter who has been
associated with the program in previous years
is Mr Nigel Reeves. He conducted a finance
workshop with students, enabling them to make
connections between all the various quarterly
decisions they are required to make. He also
took students step-by-step through creating an
excel spreadsheet to test decision options.
Students visited local manufacturer Alchemy
Cordials to see a manufacturing business first
hand. They were talked through operational,
finance and marketing components of the
business.
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This year we were fortunate to have
past student Niamh Conway on board, a
2016 Ormiston College graduate currently
undergoing the second year of her degree
in Bachelor of Business and Information
Technology, majoring in Marketing and
Computer Science. Niamh was the recipient
of the 2017 Bicentennial Foundation Young
Technologist Scholar with Westpac and is
currently interning with a marketing agency in
Brisbane. Niamh spoke on marketing and B2B
and B2C website development. The websites
form part of the assessment process.
An integral part of the simulation discovery
learning process is the guidance of mentors. We
are very grateful for the time these professionals
take out of their day to visit our classrooms and
discuss with company teams their progress
and strategic options. They make the students
think beyond the restraints of the classroom,
connecting and understanding what makes
a business work. (The Business Department
is always looking for future mentors. For
information please email Mrs Georgina Barfoot
g.barfoot@ormiston.qld.edu.au).

to make a coffee business viable again after
years of mismanagement in a changing external
environment. This is a great opportunity to put
classroom knowledge into practice. From an
observer’s point of view, it is always interesting
to see as students usually take a hard line when
faced with redundancies. Last year ECOMAN
ended with two short presentations by young
employees of the organisation. Students were
fascinated by the winding path both had
followed to end up in positions they then loved
and would never have considered at secondary
school.

Virtual Reality

Following a successful Innovation Grant
application, we are developing a Virtual Reality
experience for our senior students. It will enable
them to modify the layout of a business to
increase effectiveness and efficiency.

Griffith University Early
Start to Tertiary Studies
(GUESTS)
Year 12 Business students continue to
take up the challenging opportunity to study
a first-year unit through Griffith University

during Semester 1. For the first time this year,
there are students studying units in three
different disciplines: Economics, Accounting
and Criminology. These courses are online and
involve a combination of self-directed learning
activities. Students can also participate in
online blogs, workshops and tutorials if they
choose. The course culminates in a two-hour
examination on campus, where our students
can truly experience what it is like to be a
university student. Although our GUESTS
students take this on in addition to their
demanding Year 12 workload, the benefits are
invaluable. The course is free of charge plus
they receive an extra Ranking Point enabling
them to apply for course credit upon enrolling
in a Business-related degree once they start at
Griffith University.
Secondary students are facing considerable
changes in the coming years as Queensland
adopts a new system of Senior Assessment.
The Business Department strives to give
its students the opportunity to engage in
authentic learning programs and experiences
which focus on problem solving and innovation,
providing them with the skills to succeed in a
rapidly changing world.

ECOMAN Competition

At the end of Year 11, 20 students from
across Business Management, Accounting
and Economics are given the opportunity to
head into a board room in Brisbane’s CBD
and partake in the ECOMAN Simulation. This
simulation is run over two full days and enables
students from different disciplines to form
company teams and use their combined skills
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“

Mr Baxter’s presentation reviewed his business career and the
opportunities it presented, in addition to providing advice and answering
questions from the assembled audience.

”

Legal Studies and the 2018 Moot Court
Year 11 Legal students have been busy this semester studying the topic Criminal
Law, supported by an excursion to the Supreme Court Complex in Brisbane on 28
May. This excursion not only complemented the students’ classwork, but also provided
them with an insight enhancing their understanding of Supreme Court processes. Our
students had the opportunity to replicate this for the Ormiston College community
in August, when the Year 11 Legal students conducted the annual Moot Court. This
year’s Moot Court trial was based on an indictable offence whereby a jury of 12
Legal students determined, based on the evidence presented, whether the accused
was guilty or not guilty of the stated charge. The trial was staged in the Lingo Lin
Performing Arts Theatre in front of the student body, invited guests and was presided
over by Justice Molyneux.

Rotary Business Breakfast Invitation

On the morning of 6 June, two Year 12 Prefects, Oliver Breadmore and Matthew
McAllister, represented Ormiston College at the Rotary Business Breakfast conducted
at the Cleveland RSL. Our students, along with local dignitaries, business people and
students from other Redland City schools were invited to listen to a presentation
by Mr Steve Baxter, well known investor, entrepreneur, plus one of Australia’s most
successful tech founders. Mr Baxter’s presentation reviewed his business career and
the opportunities it presented, in addition to providing advice and answering questions
from the assembled audience. As entrepreneurship is an important skill to develop and
nurture within current students, an opportunity such as this is essential as a starting
point for future discussion within the students’ academic sphere. I wish to thank Ms
Emily Banks from Howe Ford and Boxer for extending the kind invitation to Ormiston
College to attend the Rotary Business Breakfast.
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“

Students are learning on a digital platform and utilising
new programs and technologies; they are also working with real
materials, in real studios, with real peers and with real support.

”

Steve Jobs, the founder of Apple, was fond of saying that his success was
due to the fact that he didn’t hire computer geeks; he hired artists, musicians
and poets who were fascinated by technology.
Visual Arts at Ormiston College is about teaching creativity, encouraging
creative risk taking, exposing students to an expansive range of fascinating
experiences and attuning each student’s learning program to meet their
individual needs.
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VISUAL ARTS AT OC

creative thinking

By Julianne de Lange
Subject Coordinator (Visual Arts)

What do we do?

Creativity in Visual Arts involves students
learning to pose and solve problems, generate
solutions, and create and convey meaning
from various viewpoints. Contemporary
and traditional materials and techniques are
introduced so students can freely select,
experiment and manipulate to create meaning.
Creative and expressive communication is
central to our endeavours.

How do we teach
creativity?

We have all heard, ‘I don’t have a creative
bone in my body’. At Ormiston College we
teach students how to stimulate their creative
thinking by teaching processes that help
generate new solutions. Graphic Organisers
like SCAMPER or CCTV are introduced to
guide students’ thinking. These processes can
be applied to other areas of students’ lives;
anywhere and anytime that a new solution is
required.
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Learning to Deal with
Ambiguity

We live in a world where ideas and
paradigms are constantly changing. To
deal with ambiguity, learners need to be
comfortable with uncertainty. The creative
process is ambiguous. Upon starting the
process, the answer is never immediately
apparent. It requires students to research
a concept, experiment with solutions and
materials, explore possibilities, develop
prototypes and resolve a final artwork. The
ambiguous nature of the process reveals facts,
at any time, that may affect the final solution.
Visual Arts students are encouraged to accept
and enjoy ambiguity; to exploit it to find new
ideas and solutions in a safe and supportive
environment.
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Transdisciplinary
Learning

Our world is so wide that knowledge,

“

Visual Arts helps students to connect to society by integrating
disciplines, encouraging creative risk taking, supporting differentiation
and presenting more than one perspective on life.

concepts, skills, attitudes and actions
transcend single subject boundaries.
Art may meld into science, which
may meld into technology. This is the
transdisciplinary nature of the world.
Making connections between disciplines
requires creativity. Visual Arts students
engage in meaningful transdisciplinary
learning. As an example, Year 10 students
research ‘What is Really Going on in that
Place?’ within several contexts (personal,
social, environmental and/or political).
They collect and analyse relevant data
and ideas, and then experiment with a
range of new art approaches inspired
by mentor artists. This new learning is
synthesised, so that students can design
and create an artwork that expresses
connections between these contexts. The
transdisciplinary nature of Arts learning
is engaging, relevant, challenging and
significant. In Visual Arts, ideas are king
and curiosity reigns.

Balanced Learning

”

New South Wales Education Minister Rob Stokes recently stated, “Society should be careful
not to reduce the value of a school education or a university degree to an assessment on whether
it prepares a student for one specific job. Education is not simply about getting a job. Our
educational institutions exist primarily to help educate the next generation to build a more just and
more engaged society.” He said, “[Schools] exist to provide students with higher-order skills that
are flexible and adaptable to a changing world. The key to a robust 21st century education system
is the championing of a true multidisciplinary system.” Visual Arts helps students to connect to
society by integrating disciplines, encouraging creative risk taking, supporting differentiation and
presenting more than one perspective on life.

Learning Through the Senses

Some education experts and parents are concerned that students are not learning through all
their senses. We are more connected than ever, always at the beck and call of our smart phones.
But despite being constantly online, children feel isolated and anxious. Technology may have a
negative influence on teenagers because it separates individuals from reality. Visual Art provides
balance. Whereas students are learning on a digital platform and utilising new programs and
technologies, they are also working with real materials, in real studios, with real peers and with real
support.

Shared Space Gallery

The Ormiston College Shared Space Gallery is a valuable resource. Using professional frames
and installation systems, artworks are framed and exhibited. Year level lunch and evening
Openings are a regular feature. Sushi and drinks are shared, and students take pride in enjoying
each other’s work.
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ORMISTON COLLEGE ART SHOW

The College Art Show

The College Art Show is a biennial spectacular.
Work from every Visual Arts student across the
College is exhibited. An interactive installation is
constructed within the exhibition by the Senior Art
Club students. Parents, grandparents, friends, past
and current students enjoy an evening of creative
celebration.

The College Art Show is a biennial spectacular. Work from every
Visual Arts student across the College is exhibited.

”

Opening Evening
Friday 2 November 2018 | 6.30pm for 7pm
Wearable Art Parade at 7pm
Viewing Times
Saturday 3 November 2018 | 1pm - 3pm
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
5 to 7 November 2018 | 8.30am - 3.30pm
Ormiston College, Hall of Fame
Somerset Sports Centre, 97 Dundas Street West, Ormiston
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Wearable Art

The Wearable Art parade is a highlight of the
evening. A key concept is explored by artists from
across the College. The wearable artworks are
paraded on the catwalk to an enthusiastic audience.
There are many winners, but the overall winner
is awarded ‘The Walsh’, a perpetual trophy and
monetary prize donated by past Deputy to the
Headmaster and Head of Senior School, Mrs Merilyn
Walsh.

Art Club

On the alternate year, Art Club students
work professionally to design and construct
the College Musical sets and props. Over
the years, these lucky students have made
amazing creations and taken great pride in
seeing their efforts under the lights on the
College stage.
It will be no surprise, that from this
diverse and engaging program, many of our
graduates have continued to study in Visual
Art and Design. Careers in architecture,
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fashion design, industrial design, interior
design, curating and education have begun at
Ormiston College. Our graduates are enjoying
living locally and overseas as they follow their
dreams.
Visual Arts at Ormiston College is a
versatile subject. It is about teaching students
to think creatively, to use their imagination,
embrace ambiguity, to take creative risks and
to enjoy the creative process.
These skills set our students up for life in
general and certainly for a life in Visual Arts.
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“

Drama can engage children in the learning process and help them
to develop their already rich imaginations and creative potential.

”

So often it is the Drama student who becomes the debater, public speaker, the leader. The
Drama student also has the capability of drawing on their knowledge of poetry and various
literature for their creative writing and descriptive use of language. Not only does a Drama
student gain the art of communication by capturing an audience, holding the attention of
others and standing out in a crowd, they also acquire confidence and self esteem, which is a
tremendous asset in future life when attending interviews and aiming to impress. The following
article, below, by Senior Drama Teacher, Anthony Campbell, identifies the myriad of advantages
gained by students taking Drama as an elective subject.
Under the recent Middle School Curriculum Review, to be implemented in 2019, students
in Year 7 and Year 8 will have the opportunity to experience two of the four areas within the
Arts curriculum (one per semester). In Year 9, Drama is offered as an Elective. Detailed in the
Headmaster’s article.

The Creative Classroom
Anthony Campbell
Secondary School Drama Teacher

W

DRAMA
at Ormiston College

The digital world in which we all exist, has given Drama the opportunity of
providing one of the most important elements for a successful life – that of
becoming a good communicator. Now, more than at any time in the history
of education, Drama has the capability of promoting, encouraging and
reintroducing an art that is, so we are constantly being informed, becoming
overshadowed by technology. Drama has the power to demonstrate, nurture
and develop interaction with others.
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hilst Drama offers students a
chance to experience the intrigue
and wonder of the stage, a closer inspection
reveals Drama to be a subject that supports
a student’s holistic development. In doing
so, they are challenged to think creatively by
learning through the senses. The OC Drama
Department aims to deliver experiences for
students through opportunity, accessibility,
collaboration, and authenticity.

Collaboration
As Year 9 study Drama as an elective,
students enjoy the opportunity to work
together on a ‘Fractured Fairy-tale’. This is
a published script that allows students to
collaborate with their classmates, working
not only on their performance skills, but
also developing important leadership and
communication skills as they work as a team
to present their script to a live audience of
Junior School students. This supportive
audience allows Drama to be available to a

community who otherwise would not have
the chance to see the efforts of their child’s
hard work.

Accessibility
The combination of The Arts, Australian
Curriculum Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA) and Queensland
Curriculum Assessment Authority (ACAA)
Senior Syllabus, fosters an inquiry-based
learning practice where students can
implement their physical, emotional and
intellectual senses. An effective Drama
education allows students to experience
a range of dramatic styles, satisfies
curriculum requirements and fosters
aesthetic engagement. Peter Abbs
(renowned English poet and academic
of numerous works on the philosophy of
education and creative writing) describes
the aesthetic experience as ‘overwhelming,
engages powerful sensations, brings a
heightened sense of significance, cannot
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Not only does Drama foster our young
performers of tomorrow, but it also stimulates
creative thinking, the power of imagination,
problem solving, cultural engagement and
communication as well as investigating unique
ways of making meaning. These skills are crucial
to a broad variety of subject areas and career
paths. The Department aims to further tailor the
Drama curriculum to the unique OC context of
classroom, school and community.
There is strong research evidence that
demonstrates the effectiveness of Drama as
critical, quality pedagogy. Drama can engage
children in the learning process and help them
to develop their already rich imaginations and
creative potential: capacities so important for
living in a world that is changing at a rapid pace.

be communicated adequately in words and
it leaves in one a desire to share it’. It is a
state of being where a moment of clarity and
understanding is experienced by an individual
and causes an emotional reaction and a sense
of greater purpose in life. The role of Drama
is also relevant to other parts of the general
curriculum. Drama features explicit links to
literacy, numeracy, critical thinking, crosscultural and environmental awareness and
social and ethical development

Authenticity
The study of Secondary Drama has allowed
the Department to expand on the curriculum
in order to incorporate learning experiences
that are embodied, aesthetically charged and
allow for authentic assessment instruments. In
Drama, students study the notion of ‘voice’ as
part of their performance instrument, but also
‘voice’ as a notion of self. In this sense, Year
10s engaged in a Collage Drama unit where
they have been able to propose and develop a
devised performance piece that is meaningful
to them. The topic selection has included the
pretext of ‘Dreams’. Some outcomes included:
the significance of world peace, the importance
of embracing fear, the positive impact of
ambition, the negative impact of prejudice and
the consequences of bullying. The presentation
of these Collage Drama pieces allows students
to incorporate other skills such as Dance and
utilising ICT. Most crucially, it is a unit of study
that allows students’ own voices to be heard.
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As Sydney Theatre Company’s The School
Drama Book reveals, Drama and literature go
hand in hand in developing critical literacy.
Drama pedagogy can develop deep interaction
and understanding through dialogue,
questioning, provocations, and exploration
of dilemmas, confrontations and risk taking.
Drama engages children in deep explorations of
text and image and activates their imaginations
to develop new understandings and
perspectives about their worlds
As Atticus says to Scout in To Kill A
Mockingbird, “You never really understand a
person until you consider things from his point
of view…until you climb into his skin and walk
around in it”.

Opportunity
As Drama evolves, the core business of Drama
Education in the twenty first century is to foster
creativity and innovation. Human resources are
fast becoming the most valuable resource in this
globalised world. To meet the challenges of the future,
contemporary Drama educators will need to develop
creative leaders.
As Richard Florida argues in The Rise of the
Creative Class, “creativity is the driver of a thriving
economy.”
Whilst the academic nature of Drama is
paramount, the promotion and provision of
opportunities for all students to participate in the Arts
is essential. As such, students are challenged to think
both collaboratively as part of a production creative
team, where they will experience the magic of the
stage. Therefore, the Drama Department considers

the co-curricular programs to be vital as a means of
supporting community and cultural development.
This year, the Department will continue to facilitate a
variety of performance-based showcases of student
work to raise awareness of the value of Drama
education to the broader College community.
An effective pedagogical approach within
contemporary drama education relies heavily on
the notion of an embodied, aesthetic engagement
with the classroom content. The Drama Department
has aimed to link the study of Drama with a strong
aesthetic engagement as well as highlighting
chances for opportunity, accessibility, collaboration
and authenticity. These aspects allow for higherorder thinking and reflection. Coupled with this, the
sustainability of Drama at OC relies on a consistent
fostering of aesthetic engagement, heightened
awareness and compliance with curriculum
requirements at all times within the classroom.
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A Midsummer
Night ’s Dream

O

n Monday, 18 June, the Lingo Lin
Performing Arts Theatre was transformed
into a magical woodland setting for the
presentation of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Drama performers across Years 7
to 12 enchanted the audience with their delightful
interpretation of the mystical tale.
The presentation, staged as a unique theatrein-the-round experience, allowed parents, families,
friends and staff to become participating onlookers
within the colourful setting. The purpose of this
co-curricular activity was to provide a distinctive
Drama opportunity for students with an interest
and passion for live theatre, as well as the chance to
make connections across the Secondary School.
Creating a performance such as this is a
collaborative effort involving many people.
Sincere thanks to Mrs Samantha Allen and Mrs
Teresa Pearson, along with the entire MOCCHA
Club for their tireless and superb work with both
stage and costume design; Mrs Gita Akhtar for
her efficient operation of the foyer canteen and
ensuring our performers were well looked after with
snacks, lunches and dinners throughout the entire
rehearsal process; Miss Peta Egan and the Cultural
Committee for their professional management
of Box Office, Front of House and Ushering; and
our Technical Team consisting of Tom Donnan,
Emma Johnston, Jack Reid and Naomi Southwell.
Their focus and attention to detail in lighting and
sound operation was no less than remarkable.
This Team was led by our incredibly supportive
Theatre Manager, Mr Chris Benton. The support
so generously given by this great backstage team
allowed twenty very gifted performers to embrace
the challenge of performing one of the world’s most
acclaimed plays.
The unsung hero however, was without doubt,
the Director, Senior Drama Teacher, Anthony
Campbell. Whilst A Midsummer Night’s Dream is
one of Shakespeare’s most popular works to be
performed throughout the world, Shakespeare
would not be an easy production for students of
such an early age (12 to 17 years). Our students
had to understand, learn and present English
phraseology that was written in the 1590’s whilst
performing a complex, mythical storyline.
The direction of this production was so well
orchestrated that the actors were able to rise to
the challenge and provide a performance well in
advance of their ages, at the same time thrilling
their audience with an outstanding, well-interpreted
magical production. A magnificent evening enjoyed
by all.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL DRAMA AND
CO-CURRICULAR SPEECH AND DRAMA
The advantages of commencing Drama at a young age are immeasurable.
It is no secret that children who enjoy the idea of performing will love the
involvement of Speech and Drama. Role play with others, wearing costumes,
standing on a stage, acting, presenting poetry, all conjure up challenge and lots
of fun; moreover, they build confidence, self-esteem and numerous life skills.

“

The confidence and conviction with which the students performed
on the stage were a testament to the many hours of rehearsal they spent
refining their dramatic technique and fine-tuning their stagecraft.

”

Over 100 prizes received

at Wynnum-Manly Speech and Drama Eisteddfod
By Jodie Macnamara
Speech and Drama Teacher

O

ur Junior and Secondary Drama
students recently took to the stage
at the Wynnum-Manly Speech and Drama
Eisteddfod and achieved outstanding
results, receiving an incredible haul of over
100 trophies, medals, bursaries and prizes.
Students from Prep to Year 10 competed in
a variety of performance sections over the
eight-day period, allowing them to showcase
their technique across a range of dramatic
styles. Students competed in the various
genres of Poetry, Prose Recital, Character
Recital, Duologue, Storytelling, Impromptu

Many children participate in Co-Curricular
Drama at Ormiston College, whether it is
Individual, Paired or Group Drama, providing
students with the ability to present in front of
their peers or class with enjoyment and ease.

which to compare standards of performance

Having the opportunity to take part
in an eisteddfod is extremely worthwhile.
Students may enter a variety of sections,
eg. Humorous Verse, Character Recital etc.,
allowing them to compete alongside children
of their own age group from different schools.
This provides a true and meaningful way in

the end of each adjudicated section. This is a
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and presentation. Each contestant receives a
personal written adjudication sheet from the
appointed adjudicator. Places are awarded with
certificates, medals and trophies presented at
very exciting time and a wonderful experience
for the student. This year, as in previous
years, our students gave another outstanding

Speaking, Improvisation, Sight Reading and
many more.
The confidence and conviction with which
the students performed on the stage
were a testament to the many hours of
rehearsal they spent refining their dramatic
technique and fine-tuning their stagecraft.
The exceptional performances by so many
of our students earned them striking praise
from the esteemed adjudicator, despite the
competition being of a very high standard
this year.

Ormiston College students were awarded a range of distinguished accolades including:
•
Grace Garnett and Ava Bampton - Nina Robertson Bursary of $50 for Telephone
Conversation with Highest Mark
•
Adam Naish - Joan Pease Trophy for Set Verse with Highest Mark - 13 to 20 Years
•
Adam Naish - Wynnum-Manly Speech and Drama Eisteddfod Senior Championship
including Raymond Family Trust Trophy + Eleanor Marzetti Bursary of $50
•
Lucas Zimon - Encouragement Award for Potential 8 Years
•
Bella Galton - Encouragement Award for Potential 8 Years
•
Lucas Chen - Encouragement Award for Potential 7 Years
•
Sarah Sabbithi - Encouragement Award for Potential 7 Years
•
Hugh McNamara - Rotary Club Wynnum Manly Outstanding Performer - 12 Years and
Under
•
Adam Naish - Marianna Psaltis Award, Bursary + Trophy for Outstanding Stage Presence
•
Riley Bell - Joan Pease Trophy for Set Verse with Highest Mark - 12 Years and Under
•
Rachael Taylor - Speech and Drama Teachers’ Association Prize – Most Outstanding
Performer
Co-curricular Drama is available for Individual, Paired or Group Lessons for students from Prep
through to Year 12. Details and enquiries may be made to Miss Jodie Macnamara.

representation of the high quality of Speech
and Drama that is being produced at Ormiston
College.
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“

Three magnificent performances were given by our talented
Junior School students, all of whom have grown from the experience,
giving them greater self-esteem and confidence.

”
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140 JUNIOR SCHOOL STUDENTS EXPERIENCED

THE JOY AND WONDER OF PERFORMANCE
Audiences were taken on a very special journey at the end of
Term 3 when they followed Dorothy and her ruby red slippers on
her adventure along the yellow brick road, picking friends up along
the way.

T

he production’s costumes and sets were a visual
treat; Munchkinland and the Emerald City came

to life before our very eyes. Winged monkeys, magical
poppies, winkies, and more filled the stage and audiences
couldn’t get enough of the magic that was created in the
Lingo Lin Theatre. 140 of our Junior School students took
part in this exceptional production which certainly became,
for Ormiston College , a major highlight of 2018.
There is absolutely no question about the myriad of
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advantages gained by students who are involved in the
performing arts, but those who commence Speech and
Drama at an early age are definitely at an advantage.
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Whilst there are dozens of helpers listed in
the program and thanked at the conclusion of
the performances, two people who must be
congratulated are Speech and Drama Teachers,
Jodie Macnamara and Phoebe Ballard, whose
guidance and dedication provided so much
happiness to our young performers and
enjoyment to our audiences.

Role play not only heightens the imagination and vocabulary, it
gives light to creativity, it assists concentration, timing and cueing,
movement and gesture. It allows children to act out emotions in a
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safe environment allowing them to become better communicators.
Having been a member of a large cast, as in The Wizard of Oz,

There is a saying by Paul J. Meyer,
“Communication – the human connection –
is the key to personal and career success.”
Rest assured, there are 140 young children who
have dramatically enhanced their communication
skills and talent whilst on their recent journey with
The Wizard of Oz.
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our young students were introduced to the entire process of a major
production: rehearsals, stage awareness, the arrival of scenery and
costumes, the addition of lighting and sound. Then came the first
night, the make-up, the audience, the applause, followed by that
great feeling of accomplishment. Three magnificent performances
were given by our talented Junior School students, all of whom
have grown from the experience, giving them greater self-esteem
and confidence.
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“

We are seeing a younger generation rediscovering and
resurrecting older analogue technologies - polaroid cameras,
printed books, vinyl records and musical instruments.

”

By Emma Dron
Dean of Music

The Power of

Music

in the digital world

As we move through the 21st century, we hear more and more
about a predicted future where science, technology and innovation
will lead to the automation and even the possible elimination of
many tasks and skills which until now have been delivered by
humans.

T

he world of music is not
immune to digitisation, of
course, and much of the advancement
in technology related to music has
been welcomed with advances in
music notation, recording, sharing and
streaming to name but a few. However,
there has also been much hand
wringing about the relevance of music
in society and in schools as we move to
ensure that we are keeping up with the
technology and skills to navigate the
digital world. So, the question arises. Is
Music even relevant anymore?
One of the most interesting trends
we are starting to see with our young
people who are immersed in a digital
world, is that they are increasingly
seeking out opportunities for more
tactile, tangible physical experiences
in this ultra-high definition, threedimensional environment we call the
‘real’ world.
We are seeing a younger generation
rediscovering and resurrecting older
analogue technologies - polaroid
cameras, printed books, vinyl records
and musical instruments.
It is interesting to note that after
the launch of computer games and
programs such as Guitar Hero and
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Garage Band, sales in acoustic and
electric guitars around the world spiked
significantly.
Despite the amazing immediacy
and accessibility of music streaming on
the internet, which had the live music
industry wringing their hands in fear,
last year Australia saw more than 18
million tickets sold for music concerts,
resulting in the highest numbers in the
last 10 years.
Well, one thing we are hearing
a great deal when talking with
fellow educators about 21st century
education, is that ‘creativity’ and
‘innovation’ are being recognised as
the skills that separate students who
are prepared for increasingly complex
life and work environments in the 21st
century, and those who are not.
A focus on creativity, critical
thinking, communication and
collaboration is considered essential to
prepare students for the future.
When music educators hear these
ideas being communicated as strong
considerations for all educators, we do
get a little excited. Particularly when
hearing that word ‘creativity’ being
hailed as one of the most important
attributes of a 21st century learner.
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There is now a significant body of
research demonstrating the multiple
benefit of an arts-rich education
from an early age. There is no doubt
amongst educators, that music helps us
communicate, collaborate and develop
our creativity.
Music helps our brain make
connections that support our learning
in other areas, such as literacy and
numeracy. It helps us express and
engage with our emotions. Music helps
us make sense of the world around us
and is an ancient and universal language
common to every single human culture.
Here at Ormiston College, I believe
we engage daily in many of the identified
21st century skills in quite a profound
way, especially ‘creativity’. We are very
proud of the diverse Music experiences
we provide for our students within and
alongside a rigorous and comprehensive
academic program.
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I have come to believe that one of
the great powers associated with Visual
Arts and Music is the power to challenge
expectations, to break stereotypes, and
to ask the big “What if … …” questions
which enable our students to move
through the barriers of the taken-forgranted and to summon up alternative
possibilities.

“

Music helps us make sense of the world around us and is an ancient
and universal language common to every single human culture.

”

One of the distinctive characteristics
of the music programs at Ormiston
College, which I have grown to love and
treasure, is the culture of respect and
trust which is created here - a culture that
sets the stage for students to experience
empathy and develop a heightened
sense of our shared humanity.
Our empathy is something that
computers will always struggle to
emulate. Even if machines can be
creative, they cannot speak to the human
experience about love, death and all the
things that make us unique.
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On Sunday 3 June, Ormiston College
then hosted the largest community music
event ever with the 2018 Big String Day
Out. More than 130 performers, from across
Brisbane, crossed the Lingo Lin Performing
Arts Theatre stage after a full day of
workshops with some of Australia’s leading
string pedagogues. As promised, the day
culminated in a high-class performance from
multiple ensembles featuring our very own
String students alongside guests from other
schools, colleges and music organisations.
The Redland Sinfonia also joined with our
students in a special symphony orchestra
performance of the Beethoven Emperor
Concerto and Stauss’ Radetzky March.

A Semester of Music in Review
Over the last semester at Ormiston
College, our music students and staff have
engaged in a series of reimagined major
music events which have had the concept
of ‘community’ at their heart. The first of
these was in March, with the third annual
GuitarFest led by Mr Campbell Ross where
we opened our doors to guitar enthusiasts
from around the Redlands and beyond to
join with our students and staff, as well as
special guest performers, in a celebration
of all things guitar. There was even an
exploration of banjo and mandolin playing
in this Australiana-themed event which was
not only highly entertaining, but extremely
educational for all participants and
audience alike.
Later in March, we presented the first
ever Band Extravaganza where, despite
only having been in rehearsals for a matter
of weeks, five bands from across the Junior,
Middle and Senior schools performed to
acclaim. Our Pre-Prep to Year 2 students
presented a beautiful celebration of the
Easter message in their Easter Concert just
prior to the end of Term 1.
Term 2 saw the presentation of an
exciting new event, the Twilight Jazz
on the Green, presented by our Jazz
program ensembles under the coordination
of Mrs Victoria Taylor. This event was
designed to entertain our community in
the beautiful landscaped gardens of the
Junior Courtyard as the sun set on a May
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afternoon. Our Jazz Ensemble performed
to kick-start the event, but the night was
really a focus on our College Big Band. This
group of students took on the immense
challenge of learning more than two hours’
worth of high level Jazz charts, including
a large set which featured our very special
guest artists, Tenori.

On this same very busy weekend of
music making, Ormiston College had
over 18 students represent at the Middle
School State Honours Ensemble Program
held at Griffith University Queensland
Conservatorium. These students were
successfully selected to work with national
and international conductors alongside
hundreds of other young musicians across
the state.
The semester finished with a Senior Soiree
where our secondary students, enrolled in
Instrumental and Vocal Tuition at the College,

presented solo performances. Our students
prepared and presented repertoire which was
shared with warm and encouraging audiences
at both the Lingo Lin Theatre and Junior Arts
Centre. This new format allowed students to
hear performances across the entire range of
instrumentation within the College. Pianists
could hear wind and brass players as well as
singers; and percussionists and string players
could also hear fellow flautists and guitarists.
This allowed greater insight into the various
techniques that each instrument requires as
well as the many different genres of music
each instrument group presents.
And finally, in the last week of term, the
OC Singers and the Pochino Choirs from the
Junior School went out into the community to
brighten the day for many residents at local
retirement villages, where they were most
warmly received and learned the true value of
sharing the powerful gift of music with others
in the community.
Semester 2 also shaped up to be another
wonderful time for music making and learning
and, in particular, we were excited to present
a new gala event ‘ OC Night of the Proms’,
where all of the College ensembles and choirs
presented a spectacular night of musical
entertainment.

Two weeks later, in June, our annual
choral showcase Singing for Your Supper
took place. Luminescence was the theme
of our 2018 Singing for Your Supper
event and our students truly shone on
this wonderful evening showcasing the
Ormiston College Choral program. The
program was certainly varied, containing
songs from the traditional choral repertoire
through to music from around the globe
as well as very contemporary songs, some
even arranged by our own students. The
concert aimed to present music which
reflected through song, the light of hope,
love and truth. The Lingo Lin Performing
Arts Theatre was magically transformed
thanks to the Music Support Group elves
led by Mrs Kylie James and including
Kate Donnellon, Lucy James, Elizabeth
Naish, Leigh O’Shea, Deidre Richards,
Kristine Richter, Shelley Southwell, Leanne
Stephens, Sally Veenboer, Colleen von
Stein, Raquelle von Stein and Colleen
Whyte. The tables looked absolutely
beautiful and set the scene for a
memorable evening for everyone.
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“

Sport requires you to develop a plan, practise that plan and then

perform the plan under pressure.

”

SPORT

a training for life ahead
Jack Pincott
Dean of Activities

“Saturday is the favourite day of school for many students
at Ormiston College”. These were some of the first words I
heard Mr Webster say during a staff induction in 2012, when I
started working at Ormiston College.

P
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articipating and competing
in sport is a large part of life
as a Redback. Playing sport exposes
a person to different social situations,
emotional challenges, resilience and
confronting circumstances.

and maintain friends, respect yourself

For a parent - if you want your
child to be confident, able to navigate
and survive confrontation, show tact,
be respectful and proud, be humble
and kind, be brave and know when
to follow and to be healthy in mind
and body – have the expectation that
they play sport regularly.

a plan, practise that plan and then

For a student - if you want to be
happy, healthy, know how to make

best to become the best you are

and others, understand the level of
commitment required to achieve
success and be happy with yourself –
play sport regularly.
Sport requires you to develop
perform the plan under pressure.
There is a great quote by a very
successful American College
Basketball coach, John C Wooden,
that says “Success is peace of mind
which is a direct result of selfsatisfaction in knowing you did your
capable of becoming”.
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Sport is great in fabricating an
environment that requires you to aim to
be the best you can be for the position
you play. Through sport, you can attain,
directly through your actions, selfsatisfaction in knowing you did your
best. This experience can be transferred
into other areas of your life and help
you out when you need a boost. I know
it is true, because I have personally
experienced this.
It is a challenge to cater for
everyone’s sporting interests; however,
at different times throughout their
schooling at OC, a boy can compete in
15 different sports and for a girl it is 14
sports.
Boys: Aerobics, AFL, Basketball,
Cricket, Cross Country, Football,
Hockey, Rugby Union, Rugby 7s, Sailing,
Swimming, Table Tennis, Tennis, Track
and Field, Volleyball.
Girls: Aerobics, AFL, Basketball,
Cross Country, Football, Hockey,
Netball, Sailing, Swimming, Table Tennis,
Tennis, Touch Football, Track and Field,
Volleyball.
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There are also opportunities at
Ormiston College for students to take
advantage of Dancing and Gymnastics
programs that are offered by outside
providers.
Not all students can participate in all
activities at every year level and the level
and length of competition for each sport
differs; however, the opportunity to trial
these sports at some stage is certainly
present.

“

It is a challenge to cater for everyone’s sporting interests; however,
at different times throughout their schooling at OC, a boy can compete

in 15 different sports and for a girl it is 14 sports.

”

Providing such a vast range of sport
offerings allows Ormiston College to
cater for those who prefer individual,
team-based, contact, non-contact,
invasion games, net games, high levels
of skill, high levels of physical fitness,
high/low time-commitments, personal
preference and the ability to change
participation in sports. It is, undoubtedly,
a training for life ahead.

Go the Redbacks!
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“

These activities are to be completed substantially in the students’
own time, under the guidance of the Award Leader and nominated
Assessors, who guide and support them through their Award.

”

The Duke of Edinburgh

Award Program
Clare Tyler
Duke of Edinburgh Coordinator

The Duke of Edinburgh Award is an international program open to
young people aged between 14 and 25. The Award program is one of
individual challenge and self-discovery. It presents young people with a
program of voluntary activities that encourage personal discovery and
growth, self-reliance, perseverance, responsibility and service to the
community.

E

ach participant learns or develops
a skill, becomes more physically
active, volunteers in their community,
and undertakes a team adventure: the
Adventurous Journey. These activities
are to be completed substantially in the
students’ own time, under the guidance
of the Award Leader and nominated
Assessors, who guide and support them
through their Award.

Ormiston College has been involved with the Duke of Edinburgh Award program for many years,
providing current and past students with skills that will remain with them for a lifetime as well as
creating many lifelong memories.
This valuable program, with assistance from adult leaders, teaches students the invaluable art
of: VOLUNTEERING, by providing service to the community; the undertaking and importance of
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES to improve health and self esteem; the development of numerous SKILLS
through the participation of social and personal interests; plus, experience gained by critical
preparation and training required for an EXPEDITION. Gold level participants must successfully
complete a RESIDENTIAL ACTIVITY which involves working away from home.
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The Award is offered at three levels –
Bronze, Silver and Gold – each requiring
progressively more time, commitment and
responsibility from the participant:
•

Bronze Award – available for
those aged 14 years and over and
requiring a minimum of 6 months’
participation

•

Silver Award - available for those
aged 15 years and over and
requiring a minimum of
12 months’ participation

•

Gold Award - available for those
aged 16 years and over and
requiring a minimum of 18 months’
participation

Students may choose to undertake
all three Award levels, but this is not
mandatory; there is the option to do
any one level, on the condition that the
stipulated requirements are met.
Ormiston College has a long
association with this program and we
currently have more than 70 students
participating across each of the three
Award levels.
The College offers two exciting and
unique opportunities for students to
undertake the Adventurous Journey
component, which qualifies for the Bronze
and Silver Award levels respectively.
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“

Ormiston College has a long association with this program and we
currently have more than 70 students participating across each of the
three Award levels.

”

“I started the Duke of Edinburgh Award for the opportunities it could bring to both
myself and others. It was after progressing through each Award level that I really saw
it making a difference in my life, helping me to become a more rounded person. I have
learned so much by doing this program, such as compassion through volunteering,
perseverance through the skill aspect and many more key lessons that I will carry with me
throughout my life. I would, without a doubt, urge other students to start the Award and
work their way up from Bronze to Gold. I can guarantee that once they have completed the
hard work, they will look back and know that they are a better person for it.”
Oliver Breadmore, Year 12, Gold Award
The Tall Ship trip in September,
(at the very start of the holidays) is
aimed predominantly at Bronze Award
students. The students take to the high
seas of Moreton Bay for three days and
two nights on the South Passage, a two
masted, gaff rigged schooner. As part
of a ‘watch’, they take turns to run the
ship (through the night as well), guided
by their Watch Leader and the Sailing
Master. This involves steering the ship,
raising and lowering sails, lookout,
tacking and gybing (turning the ship),
deck check and ship maintenance,
navigation, making entries in the ship’s
log and of course, tying lots of knots!
The Jackaroo/Jillaroo trip to
Leconfield Sheep and Cattle Station
in northern NSW is offered mostly
for Silver Award participants during
the Easter holidays. For five full days,
students experience life on a working
farm, which can be far from glamorous
at times. Each student is allocated a
horse during their stay and learn to
ride and care for it daily. By the end
of the trip, even with minimal horse
riding experience, all students will have
mastered stop, trot and even canter
on their charges. They undertake
various tasks and activities on the farm,
including mustering cattle and sheep,
lassoing, sheep shearing, whip cracking
and bush cooking. They live together in
a bunk house and, weather permitting,
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can even sleep outside in swags
under the stars. The most rewarding
experience, however, is learning the art
of ‘natural horsemanship’. The owner of
the farm, Tim Skerrett, is the ultimate
‘horse whisperer’, and the students
have the privilege of watching and
absorbing his skills in training horses
without the need for force, by ‘thinking
like a horse and not like a predator.’
Undertaking the Duke of Edinburgh
program is much more than just
participating in fun activities and
experiencing amazing adventures.
It requires a high degree of personal
organisation and commitment. Each
participant has an online account,
called the Online Record Book (or
ORB), where they select their activities,
nominate their assessors, regularly
log their hours and upload journals of
their trips and other documentation.
Each year, the College requires new
participants to undertake a fully
certified First Aid course, including
CPR, which prepares them for their
Adventurous Journey. Additionally,
they are given the opportunity to
participate in school-based workshops
throughout the year.

“The Duke of Edinburgh Award is an incredibly rewarding program, one of which I
am proud to be a part. The four components of the program have given me a different
experience and have all developed many skills, each very valuable. The service component
of the Award encouraged me to give back to the community and the adventurous journey
on the Jackaroo Jillaroo trip at Easter was amazing and truly memorable. I started the
program as a way of encouraging myself to pursue life skills and experiences, which I
strongly recommend other students also do.”
Lauren Sullivan, Year 10, Silver Award
“The Duke of Edinburgh Award helps me in my everyday life in more ways than I think.
It enables me to make connections with the community as well as helping me to grow
more independent and driven to fulfil my aspirations. The program has encouraged me to
be focused and persistent when working towards achieving Skills and Physical Recreation
sections of the Award. Not only am I recognised for my achievements within the wider
community, I also have the self-satisfaction of fulfilling the goals I have set myself. I have
been doing the Duke of Edinburgh for the past six months and it gives me a sense of pride
in my achievements and in myself. It is definitely worth doing!”
Trinity Bush, Year 9, Bronze Award

The Duke of Edinburgh Award
is an opportunity for students to
strive for personal goals and equips,
engages and empowers them to fully
explore their potential.
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“

What is it that allows some public figures to capture your attention
whilst others make no impression whatsoever? One word instantly comes to
mind: presentation.

”

The art of public speaking undoubtedly calls for confidence, self-esteem, personality,
assurance and charisma. It also requires the ability to research and plan an effective
argument on any given subject, be it in the negative or positive.
Debating has long been a successful and rewarding co-curricular offering at Ormiston
College. Whilst all of our students are taught to be critical thinkers and to develop a
healthy attitude to questioning, Debating certainly strengthens the ability to ‘think on
one’s feet’ and to always be ready for an unexpected response from their opposing
team.
Ormiston College has a proud reputation in the Debating field. Many of our senior
students have become debating adjudicators, attending competitions in many schools
within the local circuit.

“

If you teach a child to debate, you give that child the power not to be

ignored. You give them the gift of self-confidence and self-worth.

”

Tommy Seagull

Senior School

Debating
By Georgina Barfoot
Debating Coordinator

T

ommy Seagull credits debating
with “transforming my life”. Tommy
started debating at the age of 13 and
initially found it a petrifying experience;
however, he persisted, and now credits
debating with enabling him to “develop
an ability to think analytically and, more
importantly, to articulate that analysis
clearly, coherently and persuasively.” (esu.
org, 2018)
The process of researching, organising
and questioning evidence to develop
balanced, well-reasoned arguments
presented in a compelling fashion, is what
debating is all about. Academic skills such
as quick thinking, sound arguments, and
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confident speaking are developed by being
part of debating teams. Even tech savvy
Generation Z and Alpha still need to be
able to communicate their ideas. Effective
communication is the foundation on which
all careers are built.
This year, Ormiston College has eight
teams taking part in the Queensland
Debating Union (QDU) Senior Secondary
Competition in Years 8 to 12, plus two
Year 7 Teams in the Junior Secondary
Round Robin Competition. We had one
team in each year, 8 to 11, progress into the
preliminary finals; but unfortunately, by
round two were defeated.
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Debating topics have included:
‘That we should ban the Bachelor’,
’That poverty should be a defence
against non-violent theft.’ plus ‘That
students should spend one day each
week learning trades (i.e. hairdressing,
plumbing and carpentry).’ All year levels
have short prep debates as well as their
prepared debates. Short prep debates
allow students an hour preparation prior
to the actual debate. Four students are
allowed in the preparation room with
only a dictionary. No electronic devices
are allowed. Topics this year included:
‘That Junior School students should
not receive marks/grades.’ and ‘That
students should vote on the text (books,
films, and or other media) that they
study for English’.
Our Debating Captain, Jade Cooper,
leads a team of very proactive Year 12
students: Zoe Mauerhan, Elise Elkington
and Madison Kahler. By supporting
our Parents and Friends Association
and running some outside hires, they
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have raised money to provide Ormiston
College debaters and Churchie debaters
with superior drink bottles which was
their goal. Money raised will also be
used to provide debating workshops at
Ormiston College at the beginning of
next season. These will focus on rebuttal
techniques and Point of Information for
Years 11 and 12. The Year 12 Debaters
have also been active in mentoring
debaters in the younger years to develop
a positive, supportive culture.

“

The process of researching, organising and questioning evidence to
develop balanced, well-reasoned arguments presented in a compelling
fashion, is what debating is all about.

”

This year, Ormiston College has been
the venue for QDU Year 9 Preliminary
Rounds and the Year 7 Competition in
south-east Queensland. This resulted in
over 100 students and their families from
14 different schools in the area, visiting
our campus during the competition. It
is a great way to showcase our College.
Additionally, it assists in building the
profile of Debating at Ormiston College.
A Debating season-end celebration
was held in September, to which all
debaters were invited.
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OC Entrepreneurs
By Lee Catterall (Deputy Head of College) and
Erin Ware (Deputy Head of Junior School)

O

ver the past five years, we have had a
large number of students participating in

entrepreneurial projects at Ormiston College such

Baxter from Shark Tank, our Headmaster Mr

as the Kidpreneur and the $20.00 Boss programs.

Webster, and College Business Manager, Mrs Johal.

The Kidpreneur programs were specifically for

Students received feedback on their ideas and

Year 6 students with the $20.00 Boss Challenge,

products during this session.

in 2017, including students in Years 6 to 8.
This year we ran our own Ormiston College
Entrepreneurship Challenge and we were excited
to have over 30 Year 6 students involved.

Encouragement of

Entrepreneurship
“What makes a successful business?” This is a question one can pose to many of our Year 6
students (and beyond) and expect to receive a sensible, well-thought-out response. For several
years now, Ormiston College has promoted and encouraged entrepreneurship to its Junior
School students, with many opportunities of a follow up through the Social Justice Committee,
and various fundraising events and projects covered in Secondary School subjects such as
Business and Digital Solutions.
Students at Ormiston College are being introduced to basic business principles through
activities that call for planning, motivation, money management, risk taking, dedication,
organisation, leadership, marketing, supply and demand plus how to present and develop ideas.
Entrepreneurial skills will be a necessity for future business success. Our students are receiving
many opportunities in which to gain those valuable skills.
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The students prepared their business proposals,
which they pitched ‘shark tank style’ to Mr Steve

These challenges provide students with an
opportunity to become an entrepreneur by creating
and setting up their own business, as well as the
potential for it to become a sustainable business in
the future.
The students work collaboratively in small groups
to create and develop their business. To assist them
in their set up this year, they worked through a
series of modules in lunchtime sessions with their
facilitators Mrs Catterall and Mrs Ware.
They also attended talks by a number of guest
speakers throughout the weeks, including Mr Brett
Smith from the Bank of Queensland; our very own

Each student received $20 start-up capital, which
could be pooled together to purchase items and
materials to set up their business. All profits raised
went towards their chosen charity. The start-up
capital was also paid back to the school.
Once established and ready, students hosted a
school Market Day where they set up and sold their
products. The businesses could also be taken to a
local market to trade with the public, so providing
our students with further real-life exposure.
After these experiences in the classroom, school
community and the local community, it is hoped
that our students will have the passion and expertise
to continue running their business. Trinity Bush
(Year 9) has certainly shown that she is an amazing
entrepreneur as her business continues to grow and
flourish.
The growth and promotion of entrepreneurship

successful OC Studentpreneurs, Trinity Bush and

is also seen to be evident in the work carried out

Lauren McCormack, and Mr Damian Molyneux, our

by the Social Justice Committees throughout the

Secondary School Business Coordinator.

College.
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SENIOR SCHOOL SOCIAL
JUSTICE COMMITTEE
By Georgina Barfoot
Secondary School Teacher

T

JUNIOR SCHOOL SOCIAL
JUSTICE COMMITTEE
By Erin Ware
Deputy Head of Junior School

T

his year has been another extremely busy
year for the Junior School Social Justice
Committee. Dakota Nayef and Jacob McDermott
have taken charge of their large committee, displaying
great leadership qualities. The committee endeavours
to support local, national and international
communities throughout the year, meeting regularly
to discuss ideas and initiatives and to plan the events
for each term.

Our main event for Term 3, the annual Father’s Day
Breakfast, is always proudly attended by hundreds of
our Junior School community. The committee’s main
role is to promote the event through assemblies and
to assist on the day. It is a much-loved event in the
Junior School calendar and raises funds for African
Hearts Community Organization Australia.

Our main initiative in Term 1 was the annual Variety
Club BBQ. This event always creates a buzz in the
Junior School Courtyard and is thoroughly enjoyed by
all students, staff and parents. The time is spent over
a BBQ lunch, viewing the colourful Variety Crash Cars
and dancing their lunchtime away. Dakota and Jacob,
in conjunction with their committee, produce the play
lists and assist with serving food and drinks. This year,
the Ormiston College play lists will be used at other
events hosted by Variety Club Queensland. Our BBQ
was a record-breaking success, raising over $3000.
The funds go directly to assist a local family, this year
providing a specialized wheelchair for a nine-year-old
girl.

The Organisation runs many projects, including
education that assists street children in Uganda.
This year it is our aim to raise even more funds
than ever before and a very exciting initiative
will be launched during the term for the ongoing
sponsorship of a child. The African Hearts school in
Uganda is a co-educational school which rescues
children from the streets. Our sponsorship will pay
for school fees, boarding, school supplies and meals
for a child who has recently been rescued. The total
annual commitment is only $600 which we hope to
continue for many years to come. We will be asking
for donations, big or small, to go towards sponsoring
Kavuma John Paul who is on the African Hearts’
greatest needs list. Kavuma is ten years old and has
endured many hardships throughout his young life
and we are hoping to turn things around for him. He
loves to play football and has a dream of becoming
a lawyer. Kavuma is currently living in transitional
housing where he is being looked after by the African
Hearts team. All donations can be made via the Junior
School office.

We always like to plan at least one event or
fundraiser that enables our students to contribute
their time and effort without receiving anything in
return. During Term 2, we supported the Redlands
Community Centre by providing a second-hand
clothing stall at our College Carnival. Students
donated bags of clothes, books and accessories.
These were made available for sale on the Carnival
stall and all items unsold were then donated to the
Community Centre. This fundraiser was a great
success, enabling the committee to support the
College, plus provide a local charity with items that
would help people in need.

Our students also organise and sell ANZAC
Day merchandise to support RSL Queensland. The
committee members give up their time before school
to sell badges, ribbons and a variety of other items.
All proceeds go directly to the RSL. The Social Justice
leaders play a part in the Ormiston College ANZAC
Day Service by laying a book and a wreath with the
Headmaster, Mr Webster and other invited guests.
On ANZAC Day, all Junior School leaders proudly
attend the official March in Cleveland. On this day, we
join alongside thousands of people from various local
groups in remembering and honouring all Australians
who served and paid the supreme sacrifice in war.
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his year the Senior School Social Justice
Committee is focusing its fundraising efforts
on supporting a group that is very active in our local
community, the Connect2Group. One of the many
things they do is provide ‘day service’ programs for 18
to 35-year olds with disabilities. These programs cover
things like life skills and gaining employment. The
organisation has removed the name ‘disability’ and
focused on connecting the community. They work
to ensure that those in our community with lesser
abilities are included in our society.
The group requires support with their literacy
and numeracy program, which in turn links their
clients with their employment division in order to gain
sustainable employment. They are in desperate need
of iPads and Notebooks to facilitate this program. The

Social Justice Committee has pledged to raise $5000
over the year to enable this to occur. Currently, we are
well on track to achieve this goal.
The Social Justice Committee is led by Prefects
Shay Brechbuhler and Isabel Courtney. The team
comprises of students from Years 8 to 11 plus two
from Year 7. To date, our fundraising efforts have
included some old favourites amongst the school
community such as Krispy Kreme doughnuts and
Taco Tuesday with a few new concepts such as
Change Frenzy and a raffle of a 10-kilo block of
Cadbury Dairy Milk chocolate! We are very grateful
to our Cultural Committee who have assisted in
enhancing many of our events by providing their
wonderful live music.

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

A

t the end of Term 2, thirteen Year 10 and 11
students nominated to attend a two-day
workshop at the University of Queensland to attend
the Idea Hub Discovery Entrepreneurship Program.
The mission is ‘to engage with the Queensland
community of secondary education providers and
to make entrepreneurship education accessible and
meaningful for Queensland senior students.’
Entrepreneurship is a mindset. The program aims
to nurture this by increasing students’ self-awareness,
confidence and exposure to the entrepreneurship
space. The program was run by Cayetana Martinez,
the Entrepreneurship and Relationship Manager
for Idea Hub. The first day focused on ‘product
development’ and the second on ‘customer discovery’
(identifying issues for other people, usually minority
groups). The workshop required students to go out
around the university campus, find representatives of
the group they had been assigned to research, then
develop questioning techniques to identify and probe
issues that the group had in perusing their particular
occupation. This really was an eye opener for some
of the students as they developed an empathy with
others outside their usual circle.
The core topics covered over the two days were:
Entrepreneur Diversity; Business Acumen; Team Work
and Communication Skills; and Leadership Talent. The
workshop ended with elevator pitches.
It was very encouraging to see several students,
who do not study Business subjects, jump at the
opportunity to attend. Since the workshop, two
Year 11 boys have teamed up and started work on
their first business venture … watch this space!
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Q: It sounds like a lot of work.
A: “Yes, in the lead up to Christmas, I admit the

workload was growing at a rapid rate, leaving me
spending my weekends furiously making stock to cater
for the demand! Of course, this didn’t come as an
interruption to my social life, quite the opposit; instead
I was ecstatic about the interest it caused and what it
all meant for BOHA TRiBE and its future!”

Q:

By then, you must really have felt you had
made your mark and that your business was a
success?

A: “Well, just before Christmas I got some really

A Perfect Example of OC Entrepreneurship:

THE TRINITY BUSH STORY
The old proverb ‘The proof of the pudding is in the eating’ simply means that one is only able to judge
the quality of something after you have tried, used or experienced it. Ormiston College boasts its success
in running programs like Kidpreneur and $20 Boss Challenge in the early years, progressing on to many
enterprising projects and activities in Secondary School, all of which help to inspire and motivate our
students. If confirmation or verification is required, the following interview with Year 9 student Trinity Bush
will surely provide ‘the proof of the pudding’!

Q: Trinity, you must be congratulated on the

ever-growing selection of products that you now
offer. How did it all come about?

A:

“Boha Tribe all started when I found myself
fronted with the $20 Boss Challenge at OC, which
sees young teens with entrepreneurial spirit, pitch a
business proposal with only a $20 budget!”

Q: And the name?
A: “BOHA TRiBE stands for Be Original Happy

Authentic TRiBE. I dived straight in and embraced
the opportunity, quickly coming up with an idea that
draws from my roots and my passion: healthy habits
and living toxic-free lives.”

Q: Did you start it on your own?
A: “No, my teammate Lauren McCormack and I

were off working together over extremely long hours!
We needed to produce not only a business model but
also prototypes of our range in order to really wow the
judges. Shortly after, we found ourselves presenting
our range of eco-friendly, non-toxic beauty items that
included bath bombs, bath salts, shower melts and
more to the special guest judge, Steve Baxter.”
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Q: Steve Baxter? Was that a bit overwhelming

for you?

A:

“Well, pitching to former Queensland Chief
Entrepreneur, Tech Mogul and Shark Tank host was
a bit scary but it didn’t throw me off my game and,
in the end, it was actually Steve himself, who placed
us in the top three! Which was a huge boost of
encouragement for us!”

Q: So, where did you go from there?
A: “After our exciting pitch and the immediate

exciting news announcing that I was to be featured on
FUEL Girl Shaped Flames. This group is about making
young teen girls from Year 7 to 12 feel good about
themselves. FUEL runs amazing workshops, offering
these girls the opportunity to come in and learn
how to be a designer when they grow up, have selfconfidence and how to start their own business. Fuel is
just so inspiring; I am learning so much.”

Q:

What a great opportunity. FUEL would have
given you a few new contacts plus the chance to meet
like-minded young teen girls who are also striving to
promote a business?

A:

“Absolutely. I now work with the Director
of FUEL. I am assisting with her event planning and
currently my task is to approach both Australian and
international businesses. This is to support the next
mentoring event by supplying some products to share
with our participants in my newly-designed BOHA
TRiBE back packs.”

young people deal with stress and anxiety, enabling
them to feel confident and to acquire self-belief and
self-love. The idea for the bracelets came from my
own experience of being stressed over assessment
time when I couldn’t sleep well. I used amber for
anxiety and rose quartz for self-love; I call them my
‘I am awesome bracelet’. After putting on the
bracelets, they helped me overcome both stress and
anxiety, which helped me approach my subjects with
more confidence. Overall, I feel quite optimistic that
new ideas will continue to come to mind because this
has all happened so quickly.”

Q:

Well, Trinity, it has certainly been a whirlwind
experience; you have come so far in so short a time. It
seems hard work, determination, and of course your
‘entrepreneurship’ has paid off. Do you have any set
goals for the future?

A:

“My goal is to also inspire other young people
to just give it a go, like I did. I feel so lucky to have the
support from Ormiston College, the staff, families and
students who made this all very possible and my newfound tribe of mentors at FUEL. In the future, I hope to
expand my business with more products and my own
shop in front of the beach. To think this all started with
the $20 Boss and a good friend, Lauren Mc Cormack,
plus support from the school community and my
family.”

Q:

Back packs look to be an exciting addition.
Do you have any other product to offer?

A: “Yes, I do, my business also includes jewellery.

For example, bracelets that are designed to help

success and recognition, my fire was really sparked.
I decided to pursue this business idea further, but
obviously with a slightly bigger budget. The idea,
supported by my friends and family, has turned into a
lively small Brisbane business that not only sells these
non-toxic items direct to the consumer, but I have
hosted workshops in Brisbane through to Bundaberg,
to groups of children and adults.”

Q: How did you get workshops off the ground?
A: “By using contacts and Facebook. I have

family and friends in Brisbane and my grandparents
live in Bundaberg, so I just put the information out
there and invited people to attend BOHO TRiBE
workshops.”
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“

Ormiston College is represented globally by OC Alumni; we regularly
receive news of graduates attending overseas universities, accepting career
positions abroad, travelling to foreign countries and exploring occupations
outside of Australia.

Register t

oday!

”

CELEBRATING OUR
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OC Alumni
have their own website!
www.ormistoncollegealumni.com.au
A site specifically for our OCA to
keep up-to-date with the latest Alumni and
OC News and Events or to join our Mentoring Program.

11

th

Biennial
Prefects’ Breakfast

I

n July we enjoyed a wonderful school tradition that allows us to celebrate the
accomplishments of our past College Captains and Prefects. It also enables
our current Captains and Prefects to be inspired by these members of our OC
Alumni.
Back in 1995 we proudly announced our first Year 12 Graduates. Since that time,
a further 22 year groups have graduated from Ormiston College, successfully taking
on the world in a multitude of varying careers. Whilst we are proud of every student
who graduates from our school, we like to make special acknowledgement of our
College Captains and Prefects who took on the noteworthy mantle of leadership,
which undoubtedly set a precedent for guidance and direction that is recognisable
in our student body today.
Ormiston College is represented globally by OC Alumni; we regularly receive
news of graduates attending overseas universities, accepting career positions
abroad, travelling to foreign countries and exploring occupations outside of
Australia. Apart from living and working in various different states of Australia,
several return to the Redlands when they have a family, enabling their children
to become second-generation Ormiston College students. Plus, we are always
delighted when we hear of yet another marriage between Ormiston College
graduates, which happens often.

• ORMI

EGE •
LL

ON CO
T
S

Whilst all past College Captains and Prefects are invited to the biennial event, we
appreciate that location and distance prevent many from attending, nevertheless,
we always receive a good attendance and gather updates from those who are
unable to be present, which we then place online for our OC Alumni.
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News from a few...

TIMOTHY SMITH – CLASS OF 2001

SCOTT JOHNSTON – CLASS OF 2000

A

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Scott went on to graduate from the
University of Queensland with a Bachelor
of Commerce (Finance), and from TAFE
Queensland with a Diploma in Information
Technology, Network Engineering.

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Timothy undertook a Bachelor of
Applied Science at the Queensland University
of Technology. He worked part-time as a
medical scientist while undertaking a Bachelor
of Medicine and Surgery at the University of
Queensland, graduating in 2008.
After six years of training in urology, he was
admitted as a Fellow of the Royal Australian
College of Surgeons in 2017. After fellowship,
he moved to England to undertake a year of
subspecialty training in robotic urology surgery
at the Royal Berkshire Hospital.

From 2004 to 2009, Scott worked in
Information Technology as a Network Engineer
then as the Queensland State Service Manager.
In 2010 he joined the Institutional Banking
Team at the Commonwealth Bank as a Project
Manager, then State Client Integration Manager,
moving on to Director and Manager of the
Government Account Management Team, and
now he is the Director, Institutional Business
Development for Queensland.
Scott has travelled extensively and is hoping
to take this wife and three children to China,
Japan and Disneyland in Anaheim. Scott and
his family live locally, and he still enjoys playing
AFL and social golf with OC Alumni plus
holidaying on Fraser Island.

A

Timothy returned to Brisbane in August
this year to practise at the Queen Elizabeth
11 Jubilee Hospital and the Brisbane Urology
Clinic as a Urological Surgeon with an interest
in robotic and oncologic surgery.

Ormiston College looks forward to
welcoming Scott’s eldest child as a secondgeneration Ormiston College student in 2019.

Timothy is married to Melinda (nee Howells),
also a graduate of Ormiston College from the
Class of 2001. Melinda is a Broadcast Journalist
with the ABC. They have a daughter Lucy who
was born in 2015.

VANESSA MYLES (NEE LINN) – CLASS OF 2004
In 2016 Vanessa married Todd Myles, also a
graduate of Ormiston College from the Class

SARAH WHITEFORD – CLASS OF 2001

of 2001; four of their Ormiston College friends
formed part of the bridal party.

A

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Sarah moved to Sydney to study
Veterinary Science before transferring to
Engineering at the University of New South
Wales. After graduating with a Petroleum
Engineering degree, Sarah travelled to Perth
where she worked on several key projects,
locally and internationally.
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Vanessa has now left full-time teaching to
focus on her busy wedding business. Vanessa
is a full-time marriage celebrant. She and Todd
live on the Gold Coast. Vanessa keeps in touch
with many of her old schoolmates and has had
the great pleasure of marrying several past
Ormiston College colleagues: Kate Slater and
Andrew Clauson; Tiia Orth and Alex Hepple;

In 2012, Sarah moved to Thailand, later
transferring to Korea and finally settling in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Sarah now splits her time
between Kuala Lumpur and Houston, where
she is a Founding Director for a new oil-field
technology venture.

Rhiannon Jones and Luke Parsons; Miranda

Sarah and Sam Betts who graduated
from Ormiston College in 2000, married in
2016 and share a passion for travelling the
world, supporting start-ups and helping local
communities.

married Martin at Sanctuary Cove. The

Wilson, Brittany Wilson, and Emma Smith.
Vanessa was delighted when she was
approached this year by “my very own
Ormiston College teacher, Peta Egan”. On
August 12, 2018 Peta Raftery (Nee Egan)

A

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Vanessa became a teacher specialising
in the areas of English, Drama and Japanese.

wedding celebrant was Vanessa Myles and the
marriage was witnessed by several Ormiston
College staff members.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO LEAH GALLAGHER
CHRIS BEATH – CLASS OF 2001

A

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Chris went on to graduate from

the University of Queensland in 2004 with
a Bachelor of Justice. Chris later furthered
his studies and graduated from the AAMC
and Mortgage Broking. Chris is currently the
Managing Director of A Class Business Finance,
located in Raby Bay, Cleveland.
In addition to Chris’s business interests, he
is also a professional football referee for FIFA,
Asian Football Confederation and Football
Federation Australia. Chris has officiated
several high-profile tournaments throughout
Asia including the AFC Asian Cup, numerous
recently officiated Brazil vs Argentina at the
MCG.

Chris is happily based in the Redlands with
his wife, Sara, and has two daughters, Kailani
and Lakey.

JACQUI JONES – CLASS OF 2006
accredited exercise physiologist. From there,
she worked and travelled for a couple of years
before making the decision to pursue a career
in medicine. In 2006, she moved to Canberra to
join the Australian National University Medical
School. Following graduation, she completed
her internship in the ACT in 2017. This year, she
and her partner, Marty, moved to Sydney.
Jacqui is currently working as a resident
at the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney
and is pursuing a career in obstetrics and
gynaecology. Outside of work and studies,
Jacqui continues to love sport, especially her
involvement with volleyball; she also enjoys lots
of overseas travel.

A

fter graduating from Ormiston College,
Jacqui headed off to the University

of Queensland to study a Bachelor of Science
(Human Movement Studies) and became an
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eah Gallagher, Class of 2005, went on
to study a Bachelor of Architectural
Design at the University of Queensland.
Whilst studying, Leah stayed involved with
Ormiston College, coaching our sailing team
on weekends and during school holidays.
Architecture studies are split into a
Bachelor and a Master’s degree, with a year
of compulsory work between. Leah chose
to work with a sole practitioner, Kieron
Gait, and worked on home renovations to
Queenslanders; giving her the opportunity to
work one-on-one with an architect, visiting
construction sites weekly; providing her with
an invaluable hands-on learning experience.

Training Group with a Certificate IV in Finance

World Cup qualification matches, and more

L

Jacqui makes frequent visits back to
the Redlands to visit family and is in regular
contact with many Ormiston College friends.
“I cherish the wonderful memories from my 12
years at the school. Just a couple of years ago
I returned to OC for our 10 Year Reunion and
it was fantastic to see the incredible changes
it has undergone, but I also enjoyed the very
nostalgic walk down memory lane.”

Leah then returned to University
Queensland to study her Masters and took
advantage of the university exchange
program by studying in the United Kingdom
at Manchester University for a semester. The
following year she travelled to Italy to build
a house for the 2012 Venice Architecture
Biennale. During her study, Leah continued to
work in practice and returned to work full time
after she graduated in 2012.
Having spent seven years working
alongside Kieron Gait on several awardwinning boutique residential projects and
recently a year working in Melbourne, Leah
is now defining her own direction. She, and
a friend from University Queensland, have
started their own practice, KIN Architects. KIN
is designing houses, both new and renovated,
holiday cabins in the Gold Coast Hinterland, an
office fit-out for a fashion company on George
Street in the Brisbane CBD and a country pub
in Toowoomba.
Leah is active within the architecture
community and her enthusiasm for the built
environment and the people who inhabit our
cities has led her involvement with advocacy
and social justice issues. As Co-Chair of The
Emerging Architects Network Queensland
(2015–17) and a Chapter Councillor of the
Australian Institute of Architects’ Queensland,
Leah was a critical part of the public campaign
to achieve better heritage and public domain
outcomes for the controversial Queen’s Wharf
Redevelopment in Brisbane, as well as working
to develop a register of significant Queensland
buildings that do not have heritage protection.

The knowledge and experience Leah
gained from these achievements is shared with
students through her significant contribution
to teaching at both Bond University and the
University of Queensland, where she recently
taught a social outreach studio in Far North
Queensland to Indigenous communities.
Leah was recently awarded the 2018 Dulux
Study Tour Prize. Five emerging architects
were chosen from among more than 60
applicants and 28 shortlisted entrants. Richard
Kirk, Jury Chair and National President of
the Australian Institute of Architects, said,
“The award acknowledges the activities and
achievements across the criteria of individual
contribution to architectural practice,
education, design excellence and community
involvement and is one of our most coveted
awards that celebrates the importance of
experiencing architecture first hand by our
most promising practitioners.”
Leah commented “The 10-day study tour
to London, Berlin and Milan, presented an
amazing opportunity to enter the offices of
world-renowned architects, visit their projects
and tour the cities with the local architects. It
was a rare opportunity as a practitioner to take
time to learn and reflect. An amazing learning
experience.”
Our very best wishes to Leah and KIN
Architects.
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Join us for an enchanting evening as we

30

celebrate a remarkable
Saturday

years

27 October

6.30pm to 10.30pm

Ormiston College
97 Dundas Street West, Ormiston

Tickets $90 per person
Tantalising all-inclusive package includes:
Grazing Tables
Roving Canapé Menu
Cuisine Station
Dessert Corner
Signature Cocktails | Premium Wine and Beer
Be mesmerised by roving entertainers and
dance the night away to the energy of Dr Groove.
Bookings now open at www.ormistoncollege.com.au/events
(This is a licensed event for persons 18 years and over)

